
PIGGYBAG
Interactive Medium-fi Prototype



Value Proposition

● At the core: Improving efficiency of grocery 
runs for housemates

● Our Solution: Crowd-source it with your 
housemates



Task 1: Manage/share grocery lists

● Simple task



Task 2: Buy housemate’s groceries for a reward

● Medium Task



Task 3: Communicate shopping needs 
real-time

● Complex Task



Major Changes 1



Major Changes 2



Major Changes 3



Task 1: Manage/share grocery lists



Task 2: Buy housemate’s groceries for a reward



Task 2: Buy housemate’s groceries for a reward



Task 3: Communicate shopping needs 
real-time

!! Could 
lead to 
shopping

Alerts 
housemates



Prototyping Tool Overview

Prototyping Tool Used: 
- Illustrator and Invision App.

What helped?
- Easy storyboarding and logical progression through invision
- More professional designs possible with Adobe Illustrator

What didn’t help?
- Scrolling capabilities in invision
- Illustrator takes a long time to perfect.



Prototyping Tool Overview

- Limitations and Tradeoffs: The ability to scan the receipt and detect the 
item and price was not implemented in the prototype because the 
prototype has its limitations to show the right way to scan the receipts

- Wizard of Oz technique: Aside from buttons taking us to different 
interfaces, whenever there was a scan involved, human operation was 
needed behind the scenes.

- Hard-coded features and why: The scanning of the barcode and receipt 
part was hard-coded because it was difficult to make it a seamless part of 
the user experience.



Project PiggyBag 
CS 147 Assignment 5: Medium-Fi Prototype README 
 
Team Members: Fabian Badillo, James Bai, Srinivas Malladi, Jin Woo Yu 
 
Thank you for evaluating our prototype. We hope document can aid you in using our screen. 
 
Our interactive Medium-Fi Prototype is available at this link. 
 
Operating Instructions: 
Our application is being simulated on inVision. This lets you go through the screens of our 
application as if you had it installed. You can tap and swipe on the screen like a typical phone 
interface. We hope our functionality is intuitive. In the case that you find something not intuitive, 
then feel free to comment on the screen where there was an issue. 
 
Please note that you’ll have to scroll on each screen to see the complete interface of our 
app.  
 
The current implementation does not run through all the features of the application. If you find 
yourself tapping something and nothing happens, then it is most likely not a core feature. 
 
Available Features: 
Some key things we would like you to run through are: 
 

- Signing in 
- Simply click the ‘Sign In’ button 

- Adding an item to your grocery list 
- Click on the ‘Add an Item bar’ from the ‘My Shopping List’ page 

- Viewing your group’s grocery list 
- Click on ‘Group Shopping List’ to the right of the menu bar at the top of the 

screen 
- Checking your transaction history 

- Click on the clock icon on the right side of the toolbar at the bottom of the screen 
- Checking your user profile 

- Click on your user profile pic on the right side of the toolbar at the bottom of the 
screen 

- Going shopping for your roommates. 
- Click on ‘Shop’ icon in the center of the toolbar at the bottom 

- Checking in at a store  
- Click on ‘Check In’ on the page after clicking ‘Shop’ 

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/N6OX72A42UD?fbclid=IwAR3HGqyXGbEDoMYymc13F7HW2RH8Q7wsWO5l3c7u7jNL0pamE3IihAEn0-I#/screens/329218738

